Mosses Herzog is a disappointed middle-aged person. He always led his life in illusion. He is expecting more from his life and wants to lead a happy life with family. But the things come to pass in his life are entirety fluctuate from his expectations. He spends the majority of his life time in illusion only. He has two wives and he predictable more affection and love from them, he disillusioned when he not get his expectations from them. At one stage he planned to murder his former wife. The protagonist, Professor Mosses Herzog has a tendency to write letters that will never be sent to the famous, the dead, his friends, and his family. A prolific Nobel Laureate Saul Bellow inspected the Moses mind with his unpublished letter. The writer exhibits the dissimilarity linking the expectations and reality of the protagonist life with his notable work Herzog. memory, frenzied metal jumps.He always reviews himself by comparing his present life with past life. He constantly lives in illusions. Herzog learn number of things from his life, finally,he came from depression to positive outlook in his life.
INTRODUCTION:
As an American Jewish writer Saul Bellow occupied a prominent role in American literature. He presented his integrated writing style in Yiddish, English, and French. He honored with Nobel Prize in1976 for his work in literature. With the novelThe Dangling Man (1944) Saul Bellow begins his carrier as a writer and followed by the Victim (1947), and he famed nationally with these works.Herzog is one of Saul Bellow's famous works brings him famed in American literature with International Literary Prize. Saul Bellow gives major priority to emphasize human relations in his novels.
Content:
Saul Bellow exhibits his thoughts, social issues, political situations in his novels. He always chooses unique way to emphasizes all relations in his novels. He portrayed his protagonists out of the ordinary, astonishing and portrayed with fabulous detail.Herzog one of Saul Bellow's novels, it is an experimental novel of him. In this novel, Saul Bellow provides a detail description of Moses Herzog a middle-aged professor always expecting cherished life.But Moses Herzog is facing hard times in his life. Moses' life itself starts with difficulties."IF I am out of my mind, it's all right with me, thought Moses Herzog" it is the first line of the novel Herzog. The first line itself shows the mental status of the protagonist of the novel.(Bellow, Herzog 1). Here he compares himself with Valentine, and starts to think practically. In the novel Herzog, the main character moves backwards and forwards in time, shifting through odd patterns and loose associations, allowing the prose to slip by sudden connection, turn of
